This paper presents an approach to the mathematical modeling and validation of the radiative heattransfer processes in an electric arc furnace (EAF). This radiative heat transfer represents an important part of the complete EAF model, which is further composed of electrical, hydraulic, thermal, chemical and mass-transfer sub-models. These have already been addressed in our previous publications. It is well known that during the operation of an EAF all three types of heat transfer (conductive, convective and radiative) are present; however, a great portion of the heat is transferred between the surfaces by means of radiation. The model presented in this work uses a simplified internal geometry of the EAF to represent the relations between the defined EAF zones and is developed in accordance with fundamental thermodynamic laws. The parameters of the model were fitted using the geometrical relations in the EAF; theoretically, using the conclusions from different studies involved in EAF modeling; and experimentally, using the measured temperatures on the furnace roof and the water-cooled panels. Since the radiative heat mostly represents a negative impact on the furnace roof, walls and linings, the obtained model represents an important part of the complete EAF. The presented results show satisfactory levels of similarity between the measured and simulated temperatures of the roof and water-cooled panels, which suggest that the presented model is relatively accurate and follows the fundamental laws of thermodynamics. Possessing such a model is of special importance when enhancing the EAF process using different optimization techniques, since the radiative impacts on the furnace need to be taken into the account in order to maintain or reduce the wear on the furnace lining.
Introduction
The paper proposes an approach to the mathematical modeling of the radiative heat-transfer processes in a 3-phase, AC, electric arc furnace (EAF) and represents a part of a complete EAF model, which comprises the electrical, hydraulic, thermal, chemical and mass-transfer sub-models published in our previous papers. [1] [2] [3] The focus of the presented modeling work is to develop and present a relatively accurate and reliable relations that describe the radiative heat transfers between different zones of the EAF, such as the solid and liquid steel zones, the arcs, the roof and the walls. Some of these relations were indicated in the above mentioned papers in a shortened form; however, this study addresses them in greater detail, which allows the reader to replicate the work presented and clearly shows the variations of each quantity related to radiation during EAF operation. The radiative processes considered in this paper therefore include the radiative heat transfer dissipated from the arcs, steel, roof and walls and the corresponding view factors (VFs) between them. The later represent the most important part of the proposed radiative model, since the radiative energy inflows and outflows from EAF surfaces are directly dependent on the corresponding VFs between them. The obtained relations represent a significant part of the EAF thermal model, since up to 45% of the total input energy is transferred by means of radiation. Furthermore, the model's importance is extended due to the radiative wear of the furnace lining, which needs to be taken into account when operating or enhancing the EAF processes.
Modeling of the radiative processes in an EAF is seldom reported. Some limited information can be obtained from the paper of MacRosty and Swartz, 4) who proposed a model that considers the radiative heat exchange between the EAF surfaces -arcs, steel, roof and walls-where the model is founded on the simple internal geometry of the EAF. The presented idea of the furnace's division into zones is similar to MacRosty; however, there are some significant differences between the models, especially regarding the computation of the arcs' view factors, which determine the amount of radiation transferred from the arcs to the other surfaces. The distribution of the arcs' energy is important, since 70-80% of the electrical energy is transferred from the arcs in a radiative form. 5) The developed model, presented in this paper, is based on an 80 MVA, AC furnace and is obtained in accordance with fundamental thermodynamic laws, with the parameters fitted using the geometrical relations in the EAF; theoretically, using the conclusions from different studies involved in EAF modeling; and experimentally, using the online measured temperatures of the furnace roof and the water-cooled panels.
Modeling
To develop the radiative heat-transfer model the EAF layout was divided into several zones, where assumptions were made for all the zones to simplify the modeling of the processes. The assumptions that concern the proposed model are:
• The furnace layout is divided into 5 zones: 1 -roof, 2 -upper walls (water-cooled panels), 3 -solid steel, 4 -liquid steel and 5 -arcs.
• Each of the zones possesses similar characteristics regarding the physical properties, such as: emissivity, heat capacity, temperature, density, etc.
• All the surfaces/zones in the furnace are considered as simple geometric shapes, such as disks, rings, cylinders, cone-frustums, spheres or different combinations of these, with different orientations and positions relative to each other.
• During the melting process the geometric ratios between the surfaces change as a consequence of scrap melting and new scrap charging.
• Conductive heat transfer between the steel, the roof and the wall areas is neglected, since they are not in a direct contact. There is a short period of time at the beginning of each charge where the amount of solid steel is large enough to shield/touch the wall area. The shielded area of the walls is greater at the initial charge due to more steel usually being loaded. However, since in real practice the temperature of the solid steel is not equal throughout the whole volume as assumed here and can be in the contact area with the walls assumed similar to that of the walls (small temperature differences), the heat represented by conduction is small enough so that it can be ignored without significant loss of accuracy. Due to lower bulk density of the liquid steel in comparison to the solid steel, the height of the liquid phase is always bellow the slagline, which represents the transitional area between the furnace hearth and the furnace walls; meaning that due to the lack of a direct contact between the liquid steel and the walls, conduction does not occur. Similarly, the roof and the steel zones are never in a direct contact; therefore, no heat conduction occurs between them. The geometry of the considered EAF and the typical phases of the meltdown process are shown in Fig. 1 .
As shown in Fig. 1 there are four main phases of the scrap-melting process (for each furnace charge, typically 2 or 3) relevant for determining the different surface areas and the VFs between them. After the initial charge of the furnace, the electrodes bore themselves into the scrap, creating a cone-frustum-shaped void. As the melting progresses, the radius of the frustum increases and eventually reaches the edge of the furnace (phase 1). Afterwards, the frustumshaped void starts to move downwards, exposing more and more of the wall's surface (phase 2). When a sufficient amount of scrap melts, the level of the liquid metal is reached by the arcs (phase 3). From this point on, the energy flow into the liquid metal increases, while the flow into the solid scrap decreases rapidly. When the melting process approaches an end, all of the scrap is molten and the slag starts to foam (phase 4). Variable dimensions of the zones are obtained from the mass-transfer model, 2) where the change of the mass is recalculated to the change of the volume and consequently to the change of radius, width and height of the specific zone. The computational methods presented in this paper ensure the continuous dynamics of the physical quantities when passing from one zone to another. The non-variable dimensions of the EAF are: r eaf out = 3.3 m, r eaf in = 2.45 m, r hole = 1.7 m, r electrode = 0.3 m h eaf up = 2.9 m and h eaf low = 1.0 m. Nominal furnace steel capacity is 85.000 kg, with maximum capacity of 105.000 kg (including the additions).
All the needed parameters of the following model were addressed in Table 3 of our previous paper.
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Radiative Heat Transfer
It has already been mentioned that radiative heat transfer represents a significant amount of the total heat transferred in the EAF. As shown in Fig. 1 , for the purpose of this study the furnace is considered as an enclosure with 5 surfaces (roof = ring, walls = cylinder, steel scrap = cone frustum (2) where A i represents the surface i area, VF ij represents the VF from surface i to surface j and J i and J j represent the radiosities of surfaces i and j, respectively. The radiative heat transfer can be positive or negative, where the former represents the loss of radiative energy, while the latter represents the reception of radiative energy. The VFs that are needed in the radiative heat-transfer Eqs. (1) and (2) were obtained from different sources that have studied radiative heat transfer, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] assuming that the inner zones of the EAF are simple geometrical shapes. The dimensions of all 5 zones tend to change during the melting process from either the initial non-zero value to the end zero, from the initial zero to the end non-zero or from the initial to the end non-zero values. Taking this into account and using the above equations the radiative heat transfer between all 5 EAF zones can be obtained. The arcs are considered as black bodies and transparent when receiving the radiative energy.
View Factors and Surface Areas
As Eqs. (1) and (2) suggest, the amount of radiative heat transfer between the surfaces is dependent on the surface emissivities, temperatures, surface areas and VFs from one surface to another. At this point the relations between the VFs, the surface areas and the geometry of the furnace and the steel are considered. Since the EAF is an enclosure with N surfaces the sum of all the VFs from one surface to the others is 1 and by definition a view-factor reciprocity rule applies between two surfaces, as given by Eq. (3) meaning that a VF from surface i to j equals the VF from surface j to i multiplied by the ratio of the surface areas . The definitions in Eq. (3) are useful when determining the VFs between complex surfaces (i.e., arcs to steel), as they can be obtained from other VFs in an enclosure, which are easier to obtain. Further on, in some cases in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, the main VF (VF i-j ) is, due to complex zone shapes or its composition of more than one shape, calculated using two related easily obtainable VFs (VF i-j,x ), where the suffix x denotes the number of the corresponding auxiliary VF, using the above reciprocity rule.
View Factors from Arcs
Since the energy dissipated from the electric arcs prevails in a radiative form, the VFs from the arcs to other surfaces in the furnace play a significant role. When considering the situation prior to the flat bath, i.e., solid scrap is present, the VFs from the arc tend to change as the scrap melts and are harder to determine. It is generally known that the electrodes bore into the scrap at the beginning of each charge, meaning that the VF from the arc to the scrap increases in proportion to the electrode's progress into the scrap and then gradually decreases when the scrap surrounding the electrode melts.
The view factor VF 5-1 can be obtained using the geometric relation between the outer surface of the cylinder (arc) to the axial annular ring (roof) at a certain distance from the cylinder using Eqs. (4), (5) and (6) where r electrode represents the electrode radius, r eaf out represents the radius of the furnace roof, h arc represents the arc length and h electrode represents the variable length of the electrodes in the furnace. VF in Eq. (4) assumes the arcs are attached to the roof; however, since the arcs are not attached to the roof, the VF 5-1,1 has to be decreased by the VF represented by the electrodes' length using Eq. (5) (5) where the appearing dimensions are presented in Fig. 1 .
In this manner the main VF from the arcs to the roof can be obtained from Eq. (6): where A 5-1,1 represents the surface area of the cylinder extending from the roof to the steel surface, A 5-1,2 represents the surface area of the electrodes and A 5-1,3 represents the surface area of the arc. The view factor VF 5-2 can be obtained using the geometric relation between the cylinder (arc) positioned on the same axis inside or stretching outside the bigger radial cylinder (walls). The position of the arcs in relation to the walls is dependent on the bore-down electrode depth in the steel, while the VF can be obtained with Eq. (7) 11,12) (arcs outside or partially submerged in the steel) or Eq. (10) where the necessary dimensions are presented in Fig. 1 .
When the arcs are completely submerged in the steel the VF can be obtained by Eq. (10) .... (11) where the dimensions are presented in Fig. 1 .
With the VFs from the arcs to the roof (VF 5-1 ) and the walls (VF 5-2 ) defined, it is relatively simple to obtain the VF from the arcs to the solid (VF 5-3 ) or liquid steel (VF 5-4 ) using the reciprocity rule with Eq. (12) Since the assumption has been made that arcs do not receive radiative energy, the VFs from other surfaces to the arcs are not needed.
Other View Factors
To determine all the radiative heat impacts in the EAF, the VFs between other surfaces in the furnace are also important, since the temperatures of the steel reach up to 1 900 K. The VF between the solid steel and the roof (VF 3-1 ) and vice versa (VF 1-3 ) can be determined using two auxiliary VFs describing a ring attached to a cone-frustum (solid steel) opposed to the coaxial ring (roof) by Eqs. 14) with the appearing dimensions presented in Fig. 1 .
To obtain the VF from the cone-frustum to the ring, first the VF from cone-frustum to its base needs to be obtained with Eq. (15) 16) with the appearing dimensions presented in Fig. 1 . With the VF from the cone-frustum to its base obtained, the relation between the cone-frustum and the roof can be determined by multiplication of the VF 1-3,2 with the VF from the cone-frus- where A 1 and A 3 are the surface areas of the roof and the solid steel, respectively. The VFs from the liquid steel (disk) to the roof (ring), i.e., VF 4-1 and vice versa VF [1] [2] [3] [4] , can be obtained with Eq. (18): 7) .... (18) where A 1 and A 4 are the surface areas of the roof and the liquid steel, respectively, and the coefficients R and H can be obtained from Eq. (19): ... (19) with the appearing dimensions presented in Fig. 1 .
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The VF from the solid steel (ring attached to a conefrustum) to the walls (cylinder) can also be described using two additional VFs. The first auxiliary VF, i.e., VF 3-2,1 can be obtained using the already-described VF (cone-frustum to its base) in Eq. 21) with the appearing dimensions presented in Fig. 1 .
The remaining part of the VF from the solid steel (ring) to the walls (cylinder), i.e., VF 3-2,2 can be obtained with Eq. (22) 23) where A 2 and A 3 are the surface areas of the walls and the solid steel, respectively.
The VFs from the liquid steel (disk) to the walls (cylinder) and vice versa, i.e., VF4-2 and VF 2-4 , can be obtained using Eq. (24): 9) ..... (24) where R and H are defined as Eq. (25) 25) with the appearing dimensions presented in Fig. 1 3, 13) .... (26) where h slag is the slag height, m sSc is the current mass of solid steel and m charge is the initial mass of the steel scrap loaded during each charge.
Since the impact from the furnace roof to the walls is small due to the low temperatures of the surfaces, the equations defining the view factors VF 2-1 and VF 1-2 are not included in this paper. Similarly, the VFs between the solid and liquid steels (VF and VF [3] [4] ) are neglected as these zones are in direct contact, where conductive heat transfer prevails. Also, the VFs from one surface to itself are neglected, since the energy input and output to that surface is equal and does not affect the surface temperature.
With the VFs, surface areas and radiative heat transfers defined, the cooling-water temperatures of the roof (composed of alumina and steel) and walls (composed of steel) can be computed using Eqs. (39) and (40) of our previous study.
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Results and Discussion
The following section presents the relevant results obtained from the developed radiation model, which is a part of the complete EAF model that has already been addressed. [1] [2] [3] In this manner, the results relevant to the radiative heat transfer are shown, while other results are omitted and can be accessed in the previously mentioned publications. Similarly, the results shown are obtained using the same simulation and measurement timeline; however, only radiation is considered in the condition of Table 1 2) for this study. Meaning, that all other values (masses and temperatures) are exactly the same as in the before mentioned paper. the distribution of the arcs' radiative heat to either solid or liquid zone described in Eq. (12) . As can be seen in Fig. 2 , at time 0 s the VFs from the arcs to the roof (VF 5-1 ) and walls (VF 5-2 ) start to decrease, while the VF from the arcs to the solid steel (VF 5-3 ) starts to increase, which is a consequence of the electrode bore-down into the solid steel. As the electrode progresses into the scrap, the surrounding scrap is shielding the arcs, which results in a lower VF 5-1 and VF 5-2 and a higher VF . When sufficient amount of the steel melts the cone-frustum void becomes deep enough for the arcs to reach the liquid steel phase and to expose the liquid bath underneath (around 300 s, 1 200 s and 1 600 s), which increases the exposure coefficient and consequently the VF from the arcs to the liquid steel (VF ). Simultaneously, the VF from the arcs to the solid steel (VF 5-3 ) starts to drop rapidly. Since the lower radius of the frustum is already large enough and a large amount of the solid steel is molten, exposure coefficient quickly reaches values around 0.8 and gradually raises to 1 when all the steel melts or is already submerged in the liquid bath. Similarly, as the solid steel is melting more wall area is exposed to the arcs' impact, which can be observed between times 300 s and 900 s and between times 1 200 s and 1 500 s. At times 900 s and 1 500 s a sharp increase in VF and a sharp decrease in VF are visible, which is a consequence of the new basket charge, meaning that the bath is again covered by the solid steel and the electrodes need to bore into the scrap to reach the liquid phase and expose the walls. From times 600 s to 900 s, 1 200 s to 1 500 s and from 1 600 s to 2 200 s a decrease in all the VFs except VF is visible, which is a consequence of the slagfoaming process, described in Eq. (26). Foaming slag covers the arcs and decreases their radiative impact on the roof and walls, but diverts their energy to the steel instead. What is also observable from Fig. 2 is that the dynamics of the exposure coefficient directly influence the distribution of the arcs' view factors and consequently the radiative heat between the solid and the liquid steel zones. Figure 3 represents the VFs from the roof and walls to other surfaces in the EAF, respectively.
As can be seen in Fig. 3 a sharp increase followed by a gradual decrease in VFs from the roof VF 1-3 and walls VF [2] [3] to the solid steel appears during each furnace charge, which is a consequence of loading the solid steel followed by the bore-down of the electrodes. On the other hand, the VF from the roof to the walls VF 1-2 starts to increase after each charge, which is a consequence of the steel melting and more wall being exposed. The VF 2-1 decreases in proportion to the increase of VF 1-2 , since the surface of the exposed walls is increasing. Also visible towards the end of the melting process are much lower values of VF [1] [2] [3] [4] and VF 2-4 , compared to the beginning, which is due to the foaming slag covering the liquid steel and limiting its radiative heat impact on the roof and the walls. Figure 4 shows the VFs from the solid and liquid steels to the roof and walls of the EAF.
As seen in Fig. 4 during each furnace charge a sharp increase followed by a gradual decrease in VF 3-1 can be To validate the presented modeling approach, simulated temperatures of the roof and wall cooling waters were compared to the operating measurements of the EAF, using the actual melting program for the simulation. Water temperatures were measured on each panel outlet (thermocouples); three outlets for the wall and one outlet for the roof area. Since the presented model considers the furnace vessel as a symmetrical shape, all three measured wall temperatures were averaged in order to compare them with simulated wall temperature.
The comparison between all the temperatures, together with the simulated sum of the radiative powers for each surface in the furnace, is shown in Fig. 5 .
As is clear from Fig. 5 , the water temperatures obtained with the proposed radiation model coincide with the obtained operational measurements, which suggests that the presented approach to the modeling of the radiative heattransfer processes is sound and accurate. Temperature changes are mostly dependent on radiative heats to the surface, since the heat transferred from the gas zone amounts to only one-tenth of the total energy input to the roof and panels (low heat capacity of the gases) and the gas temperature is relatively stable (except at the beginning of each charge) around 1 850 K shown in fig. 7 of our previous study.
2) Also observable on the right panel are the radiative powers, which contain the inputs and outputs of the radiative energies to each surface. The negative characteristic of the curves denotes that the associated surface is receiving the radiative heat. Like in the previous figures an increased power to the liquid steel and a decreased power to the roof and panels can be observed when approaching the end of the heat as a consequence of the foaming slag.
Conclusion
In this paper an approach to the mathematical modeling of the radiative heat processes in electric-arc-furnace steelmaking is presented. The obtained model is developed in accordance with the fundamental laws of radiative heat transfer, a simplified EAF geometry and covers the major processes of radiative heat in the EAF. A simple EAF geometry is used due to the relatively complex acquisition of the view factors, which in the case of irregular surface shapes require extensive computational methods and therefore extend the complexity of the presented model. Moreover, in the case of such a complex system as an EAF, complex shape view factors would not necessarily yield better results nor could they be validated. The sources of the radiative heat in the EAF are assumed to be the surfaces with high temperatures and high emissivity factors, such as the arcs and the liquid bath, while other surfaces, like the roof, walls and solid steel, mostly receive radiative heat. Since the heat exchange between some surfaces is either low due to the low temperatures of the surfaces (roof to walls) or it prevails in a conductive form (liquid to solid steel), these relations are omitted in the presented model. The parametrization of the model is carried out using both the available theoretical data for the EAF heat processes and the online measurements of the temperatures of the water-cooled panels. The presented model complements the complete EAF model, [1] [2] [3] which describes most of the physical processes during the EAF recycling, but was not included to these publications at that point because of the length and for an easier understanding of the papers. The goal of the presented EAF modeling is to obtain a relatively reliable radiation model, which plays and important role in the overall EAF model, especially when using these models in optimization procedures.
